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Madaras project 1930'-s WIND POWERED PLANT
CONCEPT RE-EVALUATED
DAYTON, OhiO, November 8, 1976 --- An amazing wind-powered electric generating
concept developed in the 1930's is now receiving renewed attention through the
efforts of a research team at the University's Research Institute.
This concept, the Madaras Rotor Power Plant, was designed and supported by
seven public utility companies in the early 1930's though it was never completed
because of the Depression.
In an effort to investigate this promlslng source of consumer electricity, the
University has received a $143,171 grant from the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) to conduct a twelve-month study to thoroughly review
and update the del3ign and determine the economic viability of the Madaras Rotor
Power Plant.
This power plant, invented by Julius D. Madaras, consisted of a circular
track, an endless train of vertical, cylindrical rotor units mounted on streamlined flat cars, a power 'collection and distribution system, and a control and
maintenance building, all located on an 80-acre site.
The Madaras wind rotor operates on the principle known as the Magnus effect s..p inning cylinde.r generate.s- a-:forc.e- at right aagJ..es to the w..ind it encounter's. T-he
rotors are cylinders standing at 90 ft. high, as tall as a seven-story building.
A motor inside each rotor spins it about 120 revolutions per minute.
As wind hits the spinning rotor, it acts much like a sail to drive the flat car
around the track. Electricity is produced through generators attached to the
wheels of the flat car.
"The technical feasibility of the concept was proven to the satisfaction of the
utilities and the Madaras people," explains Dale E. Whitford of the University's
Research Institute, who will serve as principal investigator on the project.
"The electric power cost predictions for the original Madaras plant were very
attractive and competitive with coal-fired and hydroelectric power plants,"
Whitford added. "Design capacity was 18 megawatts for a 30 mph rated windspeed
and 20 mph constant track speed. With today's technology, a 100 megawatt plant
would seem possible."
UD's investigation for ERDA will consist of four technical tasks:
-- a theoretical analysis and wind tunnel tests in cooperation with the University
of Michigan,
-- an evaluation of structural, electrical, and mechanical components of the
Madaras system,
-- computerized simulations of the updated Madaras plant's performance,
-- economic evaluation of the plant and the way it could be used as one part of
a large public system.
UD will provide documentation on the project, its progress, results and conculsions,
in a series of reports.
"The original Madaras project," Whitford relates, "was discontinued not because
its losses were severe or because of poor design, but because of the inability of
the utility companies to provide the funding needed for the construction of a
commercial plant in those deep depression years."
Assisting Dale Whitford and co-investogator John E. Minardi in the UD study will
be Walker L. Cisler and RusseliHardy. Hardy, a resident of Oakwood, Ohio and
Whitford's father-in-law, was responsible for the design, construction, and testing
of the full-sized rotor . Cisler, retiree Board Chairman of Detroit Edison, was
responsible for providing facilities for the full-scale rotor test in Burlington,
New Jersey in 1933.

